
Robert Smith 
Line Leader/Line Worker 

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain a challenging position at a successful company that will allow me 
to expand my vast knowledge and give me the ability to learn new things. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Line Leader/Line Worker 
ABC Corporation -   December 2006 – June 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Setup work stations through an assembly line for employees made sure 
employees had the tools and equipment needed to complete the job.

 Kept up inventory in work area to meet production needs.
 Supervised line employees to ensure production goals were met daily, 

worked on the assembly line myself if needed.
 Learned how to become a leader in everyday situations.
 Understood how to handle employees and any situations or problems 

they might have.
 Learned the importance of making sure the job is done in a timely and 

professional manner.
 Understood what it means to be a leader and the determination it takes 

to be one.

Line Leader
ABC Corporation -   2004 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Would load a garbage bail in a prebreaker with a forklift.
 After cutting the bail open I would use a forklift and ram to push the 

bails in a prebreaker which then breaks up the bails and unloads the 
material in a large bin.

 The bin has conveyor belts which I would adjust speeds depending on 
the material.

 The convertor belts tool have workers on either said picking out 
garbage, paper and metal.

 Anything that wasnt plastic would be removed and sent into a large 
grinder that chops the plastic up into little chips that augers then 
unload into a gaylord box to be weighed and shipped out.

 Was in charge of two sometimes four workers which I would work with 
and relieve on breaks.

 Would use basic math to add up weights and make quotas..

Education

General Education Diploma in General Studies - 2013(Jefferson 
County Public Schools - Louisville, KY)
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SKILLS

Communication, data 
entry, working under 
pressure, decision 
making, time 
management, 
supervision, adaptability,
conflict resolution, and 
personability.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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